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 is this possible? hammersword1: what OS are you using? hammersword1: What? No, I'm not on windows. hammersword1:
that's a dumb, non-helpful answer I'm on Ubuntu. hammersword1: what version of ubuntu and how did you install it? How do
you open wordpad in terminal? daftykins, let me check, I'm on 12.04 hello. I'm trying to get a remote client using VNC in a

headless server. but I can't get a network connection to it. nevermind dpkg-query -l | grep mplayer I've tried ssh -C
username@10.0.0.10 -L 2345:localhost:5901 -N -D 5901 and ping -t localhost -s 64 I'm running 13.10 on a ASUS EEE PC,

there's a problem when I start it - the screen goes blank, and I only have a black screen to look at. I'm clueless now as to what's
going on, can someone help please? hammersword1: just copy and paste that command in a terminal and tell us the full output

Hello, I have created torrent and I want to launch it with Transmission but I can't open that application but I get no answer from
the remote. I don't see Transmission in Ubuntu Software Center Gordio: I think the torrent name is part of the file name

ActionParsnip, It is not just name of torrent. it is the place where the torrent file and some other files are placed. I click the
torrent file. and Transmission not opened. #oracle Gordio: transmission is in the partner repo, in Trusty and Utopic how did you

install it? 82157476af
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